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The texts of the publications summaries mainly come from the editors.
1. LISTE THEMATIQUE / THEMATIC LIST

1.1. Femme / Woman

The **Women in sport and physical activity journal** is an online only peer-reviewed journal that serves readers by providing a forum for women-centered issues and approaches to sport and physical activity. Published biannually, both Spring and Fall, the journal consists of original data-based research, review essays, creative writing, book reviews, commentaries, letters and responses, and other scholarly writings relative to sport and physical activity. This publication ended in 2012.

*Holdings: 2004-2012*

1.2. Histoire du sport / History of sport

The **International journal of the history of sport** is widely regarded as the leading journal in the field of the historical study of sport in its political, cultural, social, educational, economic, spiritual and aesthetic dimensions. Published 18 times per year, the journal has no equal as a pioneer of collections, monographs, regional numbers and an annual historical review, and it is the only journal of its kind that has appeared without a break for 26 years.

*Holdings: 1997→*

As well as academic articles, each issue of the **Journal of sport history** (JSH) features a forum in which scholars debate significant topics. Additionally, the JSH publishes research notes, lists of dissertations, book, film, and museum exhibition reviews. Unique among sport history journals, the JSH makes extensive use of visual material. Whether you read sport history as a researcher, teacher, student, or for personal interest, look at a recent back issue to see what we have to offer.

*Holdings: 1974→*

**Skiing heritage**, is a quarterly Journal of original, entertaining, and informative feature articles on skiing history. Published by the International Skiing History Association, its contents support ISHA's mission "to preserve skiing history and to increase awareness of the sport's heritage."

*Holdings: 1993-2011*

**Sport history review** (SHR) is a forum for scholarly work in the broad field of sport history. Published since 1991, with an editorial review board that boasts members from around the world, SHR is committed to addressing topics of international interest. Sport historians who teach or conduct research in an academic setting or others with special interests in sport history will appreciate SHR's articles whose methods of analysis or application and appeal is universally and fundamentally relevant to the advancement of the history of sport.

*Holdings: 1970→*
**Sport in history** is a history journal that publishes original, archivally-based research on the history of sport, leisure and recreation. The journal encourages the study of sport to illuminate broader historical issues and debates. It includes an extensive reviews section, an annual compendium of sports-related accessions to British archives and a ‘Sport in Public History’ section dealing with issues of sports-related heritage and memory in society.

*Holdings: 1997→*

### 1.3. Philosophie et éthique / Philosophy and Ethics

The *Journal of the philosophy of sport* (JPS) is the most respected medium for communicating contemporary philosophic thought with regard to sport. It contains stimulating articles, critical reviews of work completed, and philosophic discussions about the philosophy of sport. JPS is published twice a year by the International Association for the Philosophy of Sport.

*Holdings: 1980→*

**Sport, ethics and philosophy** is the journal of the British Philosophy of Sport Association. It publishes high quality articles from a wide variety of philosophical traditions. The journal is particularly open to essays of applied philosophy that engage with issues or practice, policy and scholarship concerning the nature and values of sports. Fundamental essays in philosophy, as they inform our understanding of sport and related practices, are welcomed as are theoretical submissions from cognate disciplines.

*Holdings: 2007→*

### 1.4. Psychologie / Psychology

The *Athletic insight: the online journal of sport psychology* provides a forum for discussion of topics that are relevant to the field of sport psychology through quarterly publications. The subjects that will be covered include theory, research and practice of sport psychology as well as social issues related to the field of athletics.

*Holdings: 1999→*

**International review of sport and exercise psychology** is the first scholarly, peer-reviewed journal that publishes critical reviews of research literature in sport and exercise psychology. Typically, these reviews evaluate relevant conceptual and methodological issues in the field and provide a critique of the strengths and weaknesses of empirical studies that address common themes or hypotheses.

*Holdings: 2008→*
The *Journal of sport and exercise psychology* (JSEP) publishes research articles by leading world scholars that explore the interactions between psychology and exercise and sport performance, editorials about contemporary issues in the field, abstracts of current research on sport and exercise psychology, and book reviews.

*Holdings: 1979→*

*Psychology of sport and exercise* is an international forum for scholarly reports in the psychology of sport and exercise, broadly defined. Manuscripts will be considered for publication which deals with high quality research and comprehensive research reviews. The journal is open to the use of diverse methodological approaches. Reports of professional practice will need to demonstrate academic rigor, preferably through analysis of programme effectiveness, and go beyond mere description.

*Holdings: 2006→*

Designed for educational and clinical psychologists, *The sport psychologist* focuses on applied research and its application in providing psychological services to coaches and athletes.

*Holdings: 1987→*

### 1.5. Sociologie / Sociology

The *International review for the sociology of sport* is a peer reviewed academic journal, 4 issues are published each year. This review is not restricted to any theoretical or methodological perspective and brings together contributions from anthropology, cultural studies, geography, history, political economy, semiotics, sociology, women's studies, as well as interdisciplinary research.

*Holdings: 1999→*

For you, the scholar of sport and culture, sports do matter. That's why the *Journal of sport & social issues* (JSSI) is such an indispensable resource. JSSI brings you the latest research, discussion and analysis on contemporary sport issues. Using an international, interdisciplinary perspective, JSSI examines today's most pressing and far-reaching questions about sport.

*Holdings: 1999→*
The Sociology of sport journal (SSJ) is designed to stimulate and communicate research, critical thought, and theory development on sociology of sport issues. SSJ is the academic journal that sport sociologists, sport psychologists, and coaches look to for research articles, annotated bibliographies, research notes, book reviews, and short papers on curriculum issues.

Holdings: 1984→

Sport, education and society is an international journal which provides a focal point for the publication of social science research on pedagogy, policy and the body in society and the wide range of associated social, cultural, political and ethical issues in physical activity, sport and health. It will also consider various media (e.g., TV, film, web sites) as forms of pedagogy and report their impact on understandings of the body in society.

Holdings: 1997→

The considerable growth of interest in commerce, media and politics in the modern world and their relationship to sport in international academia has resulted in academics not only in sports studies but in business, economics, law, management, politics, and media and tourism studies writing in ever-increasing numbers about sport. Sport in society is a multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary forum for academics to discuss the growing relationship of sport to these significant areas of modern life.

Holdings: 1998→

1.6. Politique / Politics

The International journal of sport policy stimulates scholarly debate about the role, significance and impact of public policy on sport. The journal provides a forum on how the state is shaping the way in which sport is produced and how sport is used for achieving non-sport objectives in areas such as welfare, community development and diplomacy. Articles published are theoretically rigorous and appeal to both scholars and practitioners.

Holdings: 2009→

1.7. Economie, management, marketing / Economics, management, marketing

The European sport management quarterly (ESMQ) publishes articles that contribute to our understanding of how sport organizations are structured, managed and operated. Founded by the European Association for Sport Management, the journal sets out to enhance our understanding of the role of sport management and sport bodies in social life and the way social forces and social practices affect these organizations.

Holdings: 2001→
The purpose of the *International journal of sport finance* is to provide a forum for the dissemination of current research on sport finance topics on a worldwide basis. The objective is to advance knowledge of the topic area by publishing theoretical and empirical papers of the highest quality from a globally diversified and multidisciplinary perspective. Appropriate topics include stadium economics, team and/or league valuation methods, capital financing techniques, economic impact analysis, public financing, and the financial implications of team operations related to salary control, profit maximization, and tax treatment.

*Holdings: 2006*→

The *Journal of sport and tourism* (JS&T) is a multidisciplinary publication featuring high quality articles on all aspects of the relationship between sport and tourism. It welcomes submissions from all relevant subject areas, such as sport, leisure, physical education and tourism, and from a wide range of disciplines including, but not confined to: sociology, psychology, geography, policy studies, management studies, economics and marketing.

*Holdings: 1997*→

The *Journal of sport management* (JSM) is your key to staying on top of current issues and trends in this dynamic field. The official journal of the North American Society for Sport Management, JSM brings you thought-provoking editorials, research articles, and reviews that examine a number of areas as they relate to the management, governance, and consumption of sport, such as: organizational theory, behavior, and strategy; sport operations; law and policy; economics, finance, and accounting; marketing, consumer behavior, sponsorship, advertising, and licensing; media, communications, and public relations; sport tourism; facility and event management; and gender and diversity.

*Holdings: 1987*→

*International journal of sport management and marketing* (IJSMM) is a multidisciplinary journal which aims to provide a unique focus on a wide range of sport management and sport technology topics. It covers advances in theory, new concepts, methods and applications and case studies. Each issue disseminates quality sport-related research relevant to sport technology and sport management, examining both hard and soft perspectives in managing sporting organizations in the public and private sectors.

*Holdings: 2005*→

*Journal of sports economics* publishes scholarly research in the field of sports economics. The aim of the journal is to further research in the area of sports economics by bringing together theoretical and empirical research in a single intellectual venue. Relevant topics: labor market research, labor-management relations, collective bargaining, wage determination, local public finance plus other fields related to the economics of sports.

*Holdings: 2000*→

*Olympic marketing matters* was published by the IOC Marketing Department between 1997 and 2004. It contains information about the sponsors, the marketing and the broadcasting of the Olympic Games.

*Holdings: 1997-2004*
La *Revue européenne de management du sport* est exclusivement numérique. Elle couvre les domaines du marketing et du sponsoring sportif ainsi que le droit du sport.

*Holdings: 2007→*

The aim of *Sport marketing quarterly* (SMQ) is to provide a forum for authors who wish to create new knowledge and/or apply existing concepts and theories in sport marketing. To this end, SMQ is committed to publishing high quality research that advances the study and practice of sport marketing and is relevant to the professional interests of the sport marketing community.

*Holdings: 1992→*

### 1.8. Droit / Law

Having formerly been distributed on a restricted basis, the CAS Newsletter, from now on known as the *Bulletin TAS = CAS bulletin*, is re-born in a new format. This new format bulletin is published on the website of the Court of Arbitration for Sport (www.tas-cas.org) and therefore accessible to a broad audience. The bulletin will be published bi-annually, in March and September. It is bilingual French / English and the majority of the bulletin is devoted to the jurisprudence of the CAS. The CAS Bulletin also contains several articles on subjects of technical interest about CAS activities in general.

*Holdings: 2010→*

*Jurisport* - la première revue juridique et économique du sport, alliant données pratiques, expertises et analyses pluridisciplinaires pour l'ensemble des acteurs du sport, éditée en partenariat avec le Centre de droit et d'économie du sport (CDES). Accès par login / mot de passe.

*Holdings: 2012→*

### 1.9. Education physique / Physical education

The *Olympic coach e-magazine* is an open access publication of the United States Olympic Committee Coaching Division.

*Holdings: 2003→*

### 1.10. Sciences du sport / Sport Sciences

The triennial *Bulletin of the International Council of Sport Science and Physical Education* provides a forum for his members and other contributors to share news and experiences, raise issues for discussion, develop international and external links and promote events and to promote ICSSPE’s aims and objectives.

*Holdings: 2003→*
The European journal of sport science (EJSS) is the official journal of the European College of Sport Science and is published 6 times per year. The editorial policy of the Journal pursues the multi-disciplinary aims of the College: to promote the highest standards of scientific study and scholarship in respect of the following fields: (a) natural sciences of sport; (b) social and behavioral sciences and humanities (c) sports medicine; and (d) sport itself. The journal also aims to facilitate and enhance communication across all sub-disciplines of the sport sciences.

Holdings: 2001→

The Journal of applied biomechanics (JAB) is a quarterly journal devoted to the study of musculoskeletal or neuromuscular biomechanics in human movement, sport, and rehabilitation. It contains research articles, technical notes, review articles, and other pertinent information highlighting current advances in the field and brings complete coverage of the applied aspects of biomechanics.

Holdings: 1985→

The Journal of human sport and exercise * is an open access online journal, which publishes research articles, reviews and letters in all areas of sport sciences. The journal aims to provide the most complete and reliable source of information on current developments in the field. The emphasis will be on publishing quality articles.

Holdings: 2006→

The Journal of sports sciences publishes articles of a high standard on various aspects of the sports sciences covering a number of disciplinary bases. Its emphasis is on the human sciences applied to sport and exercise. The subjects covered will include technologies such as the design of sports equipment and playing facilities, research in training, selection, performance prediction or modification, and stress reduction or manifestation.

Holdings: 1996-2012

The Open sports sciences journal * is an open access online journal, which publishes research articles and reviews in all areas of sports sciences, such as anthropology, biochemistry, biomechanics, epidemiology, growth and motor development, motor control and learning, measurement and evaluation, physiology, pedagogy, psychology, history, philosophy or sociology. The emphasis of the journal is on the human sciences, broadly defined, and applied to physical activity, sport and exercise. Topics covered also include design of analysis systems, sports equipment, research into training, and modeling and predicting performance.

Holdings: 2008→

Science et sports proposes, on one hand, updates on medical, scientific and applied technical research in the different fields of sports and physical activities (internal medicine, traumatology, psychology, sociology, biomechanics, technology. And, on the other hand, it facilitates the transfer of knowledge and technology between the clinic, research and practice in physical and athletic activity.

Holdings: 2006→
**Sports engineering** is an international journal publishing original papers on the application of engineering and science to sport. The journal intends to fill the niche area which lies between classical engineering and sports science and aims to bridge the gap between the analysis of the equipment and of the athlete. Areas of interest include the mechanics and dynamics of sport, the analysis of movement, instrumentation, equipment design, surface interaction, materials and modelling. These topics may be applied to technology in almost any sport. The journal will be of particular interest to engineering, physics, mathematics and sports science departments and will act as a forum where research, industry and the sports sector can exchange knowledge and innovative ideas.

*Holdings: 2003*→

**Sports technology** is an international journal that aims to establish stronger links between relevant industrial and academic research, and enhance communication between athletes, coaches, engineers, scientists, biomechanists, managers and administrators involved with leading edge sports technology research and development. Each issue of the journal contains an attractive mix of articles including invited reviews, original peer-reviewed scientific articles, technical research and development articles, experts' opinions, book reviews and news from major events and industry.

*Holdings: 2008*→

### 1.11. Médecine du sport / *Sports medicine*

An invaluable resource for the orthopaedic sports medicine community, *The American journal of sports medicine* is a peer-reviewed scientific journal, first published in 1972. It is the official publication of the American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine. The journal acts as an important forum for independent orthopaedic sports medicine research and education, allowing clinical practitioners the ability to make decisions based on sound scientific information.

*Holdings: 1999*→

**British journal of sports medicine** (BJSM) is an international peer review journal covering the latest advances in clinical practice and research. Topics include all aspects of sports medicine, such as the management of sports injury, exercise physiology, sports psychology, physiotherapy and the epidemiology of exercise and health. Each issue includes selected summaries from SportsMed Update.

*Holdings: 1964*→
Clinical journal of sport medicine is an international refereed journal published for clinicians with a primary interest in sports medicine practice. The journal publishes original research and reviews covering diagnostics, therapeutics, and rehabilitation in healthy and physically challenged individuals of all ages and levels of sport and exercise participation.

Holdings: 2000→

Exercise and sport sciences reviews provides premier quarterly reviews of the most contemporary scientific, medical, and research-based topics emerging in the field of sports medicine and exercise science. The publication strives to provide the most relevant, topical information to students, professors, clinicians, scientists, and professionals for practical and research applications.

Holdings: 2001→

International journal of sports medicine (IJSM) covers the following topics: training & testing; orthopedic & clinical sciences; nutrition & behavioral sciences; physiology & biochemistry; biomechanics immunology. The IJSM provides a forum for the publication of papers dealing with both basic and applied information that advance the field of sports medicine and exercise science, and offer a better understanding of biomedicine.

Holdings: 2000-2012

International journal of sports physiology and performance (IJSPP) is focused on sports physiology and performance, is dedicated to advancing the knowledge of sport and exercise physiologists, sports-performance researchers, and other sports scientists. The journal's mission will be the publication of authoritative research in sports physiology and related disciplines, with an emphasis on work having direct practical applications in enhancing sports performance in sports physiology and related disciplines.

Holdings: 2006→

Le Journal de traumatologie du sport a pour but d’assurer une approche étiologique, diagnostique et thérapeutique de l’ensemble des accidents liés à la pratique sportive, et de traiter ces problèmes dans leurs aspects communs et leurs caractères spécifiques. Il s’adresse à tous les praticiens intéressés par les accidents liés à la pratique du sport, aux spécialistes de médecine du sport, aux spécialistes de médecine physique et de rééducation fonctionnelle, aux rhumatologues et aux chirurgiens orthopédistes.

Holdings: 2006→

The Journal of sport rehabilitation (JSR) is your source for the latest research in the field of sport rehabilitation. All members of the sports-medicine team will benefit from the wealth of important information in each issue. JSR is completely devoted to the rehabilitation of sport and exercise injuries, regardless of the age, gender, sport ability, level of fitness, or health status of the participant.

Holdings: 1992→
The *Journal of sports medicine and physical fitness* publishes scientific papers relating to the area of the applied physiology, preventive medicine, sports medicine and traumatology, sports psychology.

*Holdings: 2011*→

*Medicina dello sport*, official journal of the Italian Federation of Sports Medicine (FMSI), is an external peer-reviewed scientific journal; editors in-chief have the input of a distinguished board of editorial consultants representing multiple disciplines concerned with sports medicine. This journal aims to publish the highest quality material, both clinical and scientific on all aspects of sports medicine; it includes research findings, technical evaluations, review articles and in addition provides a forum for the exchange of information on all professional sports medicine issues including education.

*Holdings: 2011-2012*

*Medicine and science in sports and exercise* features original investigations, clinical studies, and comprehensive reviews on current topics in sports medicine and exercise science. Its original articles report on new educational developments as well as sound physical fitness practices and the treatment of sports injuries.

*Holdings: 1996*→

The *Open sports medicine journal* is an open access online journal, which publishes research articles, reviews, and letters in all areas of clinical practice and research in sports medicine. It is a peer-reviewed journal, that aims to provide the most complete and reliable source of information on current developments in the field. The emphasis will be on publishing quality papers rapidly and freely available to researchers worldwide.

*Holdings: 2007*→

The *Pediatric exercise science* (PES) is devoted to enriching the scientific knowledge of exercise during childhood. Articles focus on children’s unique responses to exercise; the role of exercise in treating chronic pediatric disease; the importance of physical activity in preventing illness and preserving wellness; and methods for making youth sports safer and more enjoyable.

*Holdings: 1989-2012*

Representing the Scandinavian sports medicine and science associations, the journal publishes original articles on the traumatologic, physiologic, biomechanic, medical (including rehabilitation), sociologic, psychologic, pedagogic, historic and philosophic aspects of sport. *Scandinavian journal of medicine and science in sport* is thus multidisciplinary and encompasses all elements of research in sport.

*Holdings: 1997*→

*Holdings: 2009-2011*


*Holdings: 2007-2012*

**Sports health: a multidisciplinary approach**, published bimonthly, is an indispensable resource for all medical professionals involved in the training and care of the competitive or recreational athlete, including primary care physicians, orthopedic surgeons, physical therapists, athletic trainers and other medical and health care professionals.

*Holdings: 2009→*

**Sports medicine** provides practical reviews of exercise science and clinically oriented reviews on the etiology, epidemiology, management, treatment and prevention of sports injuries access to the latest articles by the world's leading experts in sports medicine and exercise science. Designed for physicians, sports medicine specialists, physiotherapists, exercise physiologists, team doctors and trainers.

*Holdings: 1998→*

1.12. Anti-dopage / **Anti-doping**

**Franc jeu** est le magazine officiel de l’AMA disponible en open access. En plus de donner des nouvelles des programmes de l’AMA, chaque numéro développe un thème particulier dans le domaine de l’antidopage.

*Holdings: 2002→*
1.13. Nutrition

The *International journal of sport nutrition and exercise metabolism* (IJSNEM) publishes original scientific investigations and scholarly reviews offering new insights into sport nutrition and exercise metabolism, as well as articles focusing on the application of the principles of biochemistry, physiology, and nutrition to sport and exercise. The journal also offers editorials, digests of related articles from other fields, research notes, and reviews of books, videos, and other media releases.

*Holdings: 1991→*

1.14. Médias / Media

*International journal of sport communication* (IJSC) is an international peer-reviewed journal published quarterly that has an interdisciplinary appeal to researchers and practitioners in the field of sport communication. Examples of acceptable topics for consideration include sport public relations, all-sports cable channels, sport journalism, interpersonal communication in sport, sports broadcasting, organizational communication in sport, sport Web logs, and sports radio.

*Holdings: 2008→*

1.15. Philatélie / Philately

The *Journal of sports philately* (JSP), the house organ of Sports Philatelists International, has been published continuously since 1962. The average issue of JSP is 36 pages long and features a wide variety of articles for all levels of collectors along with regular columns listing new members, new stamp issues and U.S. pictorial/commemorative postmarks.

*Holdings: 2009→*

1.16. Mouvement olympique / Olympic Movement


*Holdings: 2011→*
Culture @ the Olympics * has been investigating the cultural, political and media dimensions of the Olympic Games since Barcelona 1992, covering Summer and Winter Games, with a growing team of contributors.

Holdings: 1999→

IOC newsletter: observer office to the United Nations is a quarterly information newsletter since 2011 published by the IOC in the framework of its activities as a Permanent Observer at the United Nations. The objective of this newsletter is to make the UN missions and other non-governmental organisations aware of the Olympic Movement's activities aiming to place sport at the service of a peaceful and better world.

Holdings: 2011→

The Olympic review is the official publication of the Olympic Movement. First published in 1894, the year of the founding of the International Olympic Committee, the Olympic Review is now an 84 page, full-colour quarterly produced in English, French and Spanish. It features news, interviews and in-depth features on subjects that matter to Olympic enthusiasts (access at the bottom of the webpage).

Holdings: 2011→

La Revue Olympique est la publication officielle du Mouvement olympique. Publiée pour la première fois en 1894, année où le Comité International Olympique a été fondé, la Revue Olympique est maintenant un magazine trimestriel de 84 pages, imprimé en couleur et produit en anglais, français et espagnol. Elle met en avant des nouvelles, des interviews et des articles de fond sur des sujets d'intérêts pour les passionnés de l'Olympisme (accès au bas de la page Internet).

Holdings: 2011→

1.17. Jeux Olympiques / Olympic Games

Newsletter Rio 2016 * offers you the latest news about the greatest sporting event in the world in your email box! Every month, we will send you a newsletter with the most interesting subjects regarding the Rio 2016 Olympic and Paralympic GamesTM. Articles about champions and their expectations; venues updates; interviews with Rio 2016TM collaborators that tell the details about the preparation of the Games; photo galleries and much more. You can have all information in just one place! Fill in your information below to receive our newsletter by the end of this month.

Gateway: gateway to the Sochi 2014 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games * is an information edition issued quarterly by Sochi 2014 Organizing Committee to highlight the most important news and events within preparation to the Winter Games of 2014 in Sochi.

Holdings: 2008→
Various Newsletters* published by the London Organizing Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2012 (LOCOG) are available online in open access.

1.18. Jeux Paralympiques / Paralympic Games

The Paralympian* is the official magazine of the International Paralympic Committee. It aims to reflect the entire range of activities and developments in Paralympic Sport and is published four times per year.

Holdings: 2008→
2. **LISTE ALPHABETIQUE / ALPHABETICAL LIST**

* = accès gratuity depuis n’importe quell ordinateur connecté à Internet
* = free access from any computer connected to the Internet

**American journal of sports medicine (The)**

* **Athletic insight: the online journal of sport psychology**

**British journal of sports medicine**

**Bulletin / International Council of Sport Science and Physical Education**


* **Bulletin TAS = CAS Bulletin**

**Clinical journal of sport medicine**

* **Culture @ the Olympics**

**European journal of sport science**

**European sport management quarterly**

**Exercise and sport sciences reviews**

* **Franc jeu = Play true (version française)**

* **Gateway : gateway to the Sochi 2014 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games**

**International journal of sport communication**

**International journal of sport finance**

**International journal of sport nutrition and exercise metabolism**

**International journal of sport policy**

**International journal of sports medicine**

**International journal of sports physiology and performance**

**International journal of the history of sport**

**International review for the sociology of sport**

**International review of sport and exercise psychology**

* **IOC newsletter: observer office to the United Nations**

**Journal de traumatologie du sport**

**Journal of applied biomechanics**
* Journal of human sport and exercise
Journal of sport and exercise psychology
Journal of sport and social issues
Journal of sport and tourism
Journal of sport history
Journal of sport management
Journal of sport management and marketing
Journal of sport rehabilitation
Journal of sports economics
Journal of sports medicine and physical fitness
Journal of sports philately
Journal of sports sciences
Journal of the philosophy of sport
Jurisport
Medicina dello sport
Medicine and science in sports and exercise
* Newsletters from London 2012
* Newsletter Rio 2016
Pediatric exercise science
* Olympic coach
* Olympic marketing matters
Olympic review
* Open sports medicine journal (The)
* Open sports sciences journal (The)
* Paralympian (The)
* Play true = Franc jeu (English version)
Psychology of sport and exercise
Revue européenne de management du sport
Revue olympique
Scandinavian journal of medicine and science in sport
Science et sports
*Skiing heritage
Sociology of sport journal
Sport, education and society
Sport, ethics and philosophy
Sport history review
Sport in history
Sport in society
Sport marketing quarterly
Sport psychologist
Sport und Präventivmedizin
Sportorthopädie, Sporttraumatologie
Sports health: a multidisciplinary approach
Sports engineering
Sports medicine
Sports technology
Women in sport and physical activity journal
3. PERIODIQUES ELECTRONIQUES EN ACCES LIBRE / OPEN ACCESS E-JOURNALS

Les sites suivants proposent un accès aux revues électroniques gratuites disponibles sur le Web. Ils sont de type généraliste, mais il est tout-à-fait possible d’accéder aux revues liées au sport en faisant des recherches (par mots-clés du titre, sujet,…).

*The following web sites provide access to free electronic journals available on the internet. They provide generalized information, but it is possible to access journals linked to sport by performing searches (by keyword related to the title, subject, etc.).*

**Bentham Open Access**
BENTHAM OPEN publishes over 250 peer-reviewed open access journals. These free-to-view online journals cover all major disciplines of science, technology, and medicine.

**Directory of open access journals**
This service covers free, full text, quality controlled scientific and scholarly journals. We aim to cover all subjects and languages. There are now approximately 4700 journals in the directory.

**Electronic Journal Library**
The Elektronische Zeitschriftenbibliothek EZB (Electronic Journals Library) is a service to facilitate the use of scholarly journals on the internet. It offers a fast, structured and unified interface to access full text articles online. It offers an effective use of both scientific and academic journals publishing full text articles in the Internet. This service has been developed at the University Library of Regensburg in cooperation with the University Library of the Technical University of Munich.

**Open J-Gate**
Open J-Gate is an electronic gateway to global journal literature in open access domain launched in 2006. It contains approximately 6300 open access journals, updated daily.

**RERO – Liste AZ des périodiques électronique en accès libre**
Répertoire proposant environ 29'000 titres mise à jour tous les mois. *Directory proposing approximately 29'000 titles updated on a monthly basis.*